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(54) with axially mounted led lightsource 

(57) ; A^lahip (200) has LED'sources (210) that-are 
placed about a lamp axis (204) in an axial ajrang^erit. 
The^femp (200): includes apost (206) With posttec&s 
where -the: LED=sources (210) are mounted. TOe laJtip 
(200) includes a segmented reflector (212)'forVguidihg 
light^from the.LED spurci^^(2lb). The seg^ehted-re- 
f lector (212) includiBs'reflectivia segments each of Which 

is;illumrh4ted primarily by light from one of the post fab- 
ete (e;g. one bfthe LED«ources (2^10)ibn the post facet). 

• The LED sources (210) may be made up of-one or more 
LED dies (i220j\ The LED-dies (220) may include optic- 
on-chip .lenses, to direct the light from^e^ post facet to 
a corT^pondingTeflective siegment. The LED dies may 
be of different siies and colors chosen to generate a 
particular far-field pattern. 
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Description 

[0001] This invention relates to light emitting diodes 
("LEDs*) and In particular to lamps with multiple LED 
sources. 5 
[0002]  Fig. 1A Illustrates a conventional lamp 100A 
using a filament bulb 102A. Filament bulb 102A is locat- 
ed perpendicular to a lamp axis 104A in a trans-axial 
arrangement. Lamp axis 104A is an axis generally along 
the direction of light emission. A reflector 106A shapes 10 
(e.g. coliimates) a number of light rays from bulb 102A 
to form a desired far-field pattern; However, a number 
of ligM'iia^>'d6'Wot:6fiike'r^lMor' 106A and therefore 
do not contribute to the desired pattern, this reduces 
the flux in the desired pattern and the control oVer the is 
shape of the desired pattern. 
[0003]  Fig. 1B illustrates a conventional lamp 100B 
using a filament bulb 102B that is aligned with a lamp 
axis 104Blh an axial arrangement. Due to the axial ar- 
rangement, a greater number of light rays strike reflector 20 
106B and contribute to a desired far-field pattern. Thus, 
the flux of the desired pattern increases arid the control 
over the shape of the desired pattern improves. 
[0004]   Figs. 1C and 1D illustrate a conventional lamp 
10OC using an array 102C of individual LEDs. LED array 25 
102C is located in a plane normal to a lamp axis 104C 
in a trans-axial arrangement. Similar to lamp 100A, a 
number of light rays do not strike reflector 106C and 
therefore do not contribute to a desired far-field pattern. 
[0005]  It is. desjrable to control the farrfield pattern of 30 
a lamp. For «xarnple, in automotive applications; -it -is 
criticaltoirtesign headlamps that do not generate glares 
into:oncoming.trafffc; Generally, ft is difficult to create a 
pattern \yfth-a small-spot size that has high candela val- 
ues with •ar-shjafp cut off. It that can be accomplished, 35 
patterns witfi largerspotssizes and different shapes can 
be readily achieved. 
[0006] it is also desirable to reduce the size of the light 
source of a lamp. Reducing the source size offers pack- 
aging freedom to produce different lamp designs with 40 
new styling. As the source size becomes smaller, the 
focai length of the reflector used to guide the light can 
also become smaller. However, as the focal length be- 
comes too small, it becomes difficult to align the focus 
of the reflector to the light source In the manufacturing 45 
process. 
[0007]  Thus, what is needed is an LED lamp that ad- 
dresses the problems described above. 
[0008]   In one embodiment of the invention, a lamp in- 
cludes a post aligned along a lamp axis, a number LED so 
sources, and a reflector for guiding light primarily along 
the lamp axis. The post includes a number of post fac- 
ets. The LED sources are each mounted on one of the 
post facets so normal vectors to light emitting surfaces 
of the LED sources are approximately perpendicular to 55 
the lamp axis. The reflector is divided into reflective seg- 
ments each illuminated primarily by light from one of the 
post facets. 

[0009] In one embodiment, each of the LED sources 
is a monolithic LED die with an array of LEDs, an array 
of individual LEDs. or an individual LED. In one embod- 
iment, each of the LEDs includes an optic-on-chip lens 
atop of its light-emitting surface to control its solid angle 
of light emission so each LED primarily erhrts light onto 
one of the reflective segments. 
[0010] Accordingly, the lamp has reflective segments 
that are each tailored to one of the LED sources to 
project a part of a desired pattern. The LED sources can 
be a monolithic LED die to reduce source size: The LED 
sources can be fitted with optic-on-chip lenses to direct 
light from a post facet to acbnespohdm 
rhent. * . 1 

: [0011]  In one embodiment qfthe Invention, a method 
for generating a far-field pattern witha lartip having LED 
sources on post facets of a post aligned with a lamp axis 
and a reflector Including reflective segments each Illu- 
minated primarily by light from one of the post facets, 
includes independently controlling (1) afirst LED source 
on a first post facet and (2) a second LED source on a 
second post facet to generate'm^1 "far-field pattern. In 
one embodiment, independently controlling the first and 
the second LED sources includes independently chang- 
ing current levels to (1) the first LED spurce arid (2) the 
second LED source to shape thd far-field pattern- In one 
embodiment, the first and the second LED sources gen- 
erateat least partialr/;overiappin^pattemsin the far- 
field pattern, in another emb6dirheritf ine-first and the 
second LED sources generate non-overlapping- pat- 
terns in the far-field pattern. n, 
[0012]  In one. embodiment, the first and the! second 
LED sources generatelights of^ different colors. In one 
embodiment, independent^ contrplling^the .first and the 
second LED sources include independently changing 
current levelsto (1) the first LED source and (2) the Sec- 
ond LED source to generate the far-field pattern and 
color(s). 
[0013] Accordingly, the light pattern of the lamp is 
changed without physical mechanism. Instead, the light 
pattern of the lamp is changed by changing the current 
levels to specific LED sources. 

Figs. 1A and 1B illustrate conventional lamps with 
filament licjht sources In trans-axial and axial ar- 
rangements, respectively; 
Figs; IC and 1D illustrate a conventional lamp with 
an LED light source in a trans-axial arrangement. 
Figs. 2A, 2B, and 2C illustrate perspective views of 
a lamp with an axial LED light source in the embod- 
iments of the invention. 
Figs. 2D, 2E, and 2F illustrate various LED sources 
on a post facet in embodiments of the invention. 
Fig. 2G illustrates a lamppost with an axial heatpipe 
coupled to a lateral heat pipe to transfer heat away 
from the LED sources in one embodiment. 
Figs. 3A and 3B illustrate side and top views of one 
embodiment of the lamp in Figs. 2A-2C with two ax- 
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ial LED sources. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the flux/mm2 on the reflector of the 
lamp. In Figs. 3A and 3B. 
Fig. 5 Illustrates the flux/mm2 oh the reflector of a 
conventional lamp with a filament light source in an 
axial arrangement. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the candela values of a light pattern 
generated by the lamp of Ffgs. 3A and 3B in one 
embodiment. 
Fig.:7 illustrates thecahdela values of a iighrpattem 
generated by^a.cohventibhal lamp, with a filament 
light source lri:ari;^iara^ 
Figsi'SA arid 8Bill ustrate'side and lop views of one 
embooTment of the lamp In Figs:- 2A-2C. with three 
'axial'CED sources.: ■-■ - ; «-.V     ■ :w 
■Fig? BG illustrates the cross talk between adjacent 
LED •sources' bri the reflector in rbrie err^dlm 
•Flgr8D rtiustrates^the lack:bf cross talk-between ad- 
>jac»ht;LiEp sources (virttrt optfc 6hVchip-lehses)-on 
the'fefjectorin orieerr^^ 
Rg^ of a light pattern 
'generated by.-the lamp of Flgs-BA.ahd BBiiri one 
embodiment ■'. -  r ■ >*..'. 
Figs. 10A and 10B illustrate side and top views'-of 
one embodiment of the. lamp in cFigsV 2A-2C :with 
fouraxiiairLEP.sourcesY.   • . 
Fig.-1 ^illustrktes'a^ optical structure 
id difect-the 'light ironi a post facet to ari-fntended 

: reflectrye segra -."-•« 
Fig.' Tliillustrat^s the/c&idela values of a Kjgjht pat- 

'tem:gefrierafed 
• bne-ferrtebdimeht*■■»■"•   : *    ' :-. :■■ i 

Rgsl: 12a:nd 13 illuMraie ^ 
of the lamp in. Figs. 2A-2C with five and six: axial 

5: LED •sources/- re^ectiyeiy.;v :*: ; 

•Rg.;i4^|Ilusfrates LEDsou 
erit colors used ortthe same postfacet to generate 
whfteoiight in onfc embbdfmerit' 
Fig.;1S-^ 
in brie-embodiment;:!**A     1 /: *       " - • 
Fig^t isillustfei!e>:^ 
shaped post In bne-emba '    , ; V. 
Fig; %7> Illustrates a"side-view of -a lamp with a 
steppfed^shaped post In oneembodiment. 
Fig; 1.8 illustrates a slde: view of a lamp wltrv a pyr- 
amid-srtajted post Inone embodiment; 
Figs. 19A and 19D^illustrate perspective views of 
the lamp- of Ffgs? -1 OA 'and • 10B used to generate 
overlapping Sand nbn^bvertappihg' irriages- in a far- 
field pattern in two embodiments. 
Figs. 195 and 49G illustrate perspective views of 
the lamp of Figs. 10A and 10B used to generate 
overlapping and partially overlapping images in a 
far-field pattern In two embodiments: 
Fig; 20 illustrates a side view of a lamp with an in- 
verted cone/pyramid-shajped post in one embodi- 
ment, 
Fig. 21 illustrates a side view of a lamp with an in- 

verted stepped-shaped post in one embodiment. 
Fig. 22 illustrates a side view of a lamp with a post 
with curved post facets in one embodiment. 

5 [0014] Rgs. 2A and 2B. illustrate perspective views of 
a lamp 200 in the embodiments of the invention. Lamp 
200 generates a far-field pattern 202 about a lamp axis 
204. Lamp axis 204 is generally along the direction of 
light emission; Pattern 202 can be shaped for a; variety 

10 of application, including autombtive/ directional (e.g. 
similar to MR; AR, PAR projection lights), retail; - Hospi- 
tality, arid commercial lighting. " 
[0015] Lamp 200 includes a base;208 (e.g. a socket) 
that can be plugged into an. electrical receptacle to .r'e- 

'5 cerve pbwer;ahd control signals. A post 206 extends 
from"base? 208-along larhp: axis 204. Post 206*cah be 
made In a variety of shapes (described later) to prbvicle 
a number of post facets5 where one or'rribre LED light 
sources are mounted: Posl 206 includes the necessary 

20 electrical wlririg'fbr cbuplihg the LED light sburces'to;ex- 
temal power iEtnd:control signals receivecfat bas> 208. 
[0016] Although only brie LED source 210 is Visible in 
Rg.;?Avahy riumberof £ED sources 210 can be mount- 
ed to post 206i;LED-$burces 210 are placed about lamp 

2$ axis 204 Iri ian aixial arrangement where each -LED 
source i210 is mounted to a post facet so a hbrrnafeyectbr 
to its light-emrttirig surface is "a^rbximateiy per^ndic- 
ular to lamp axis 204: The normal vector: maiy^not^be 

50 facets may be-angled relative to frrbjS axis 204% 'irn- 
prbVSbptteal collection and/orheat dissipation (both de- 
scribed later); Witfvan axial designee luminous'fiuxfor 
a^particular source length along a lamp axis cahrbeMn- 
creaseb; by addirtg additibnal post facets arid LED 

35 sbuifcesV Furtherrh6re, the size qf base 206 cejvbe re- 
duced because the LED sources do hbtrlie in a plane 
perpendicular to lamp axis 204. This reduces light loss 
due to.light striking base 208 instead:bf reflecidr:212; 
10017] Depending- on - the appDcatlbri; -each^ LED 

40 source 210cari:be a mdholithic die!22Q (Rg-^2d) with 
an array of LEDs, an array 222 (Flg; 2E) of individual 
LEDsr orbrie-irtdhfidu^ The rhpno- 
Hthic dle includes a serial or parallel LED array formed 
on a highly.resistive substrate such that both the p-and 
n^rit^sfbrthearrayareonthesamesldeof the array 
and the Individual LEDs are electrically Isolated from 
each other by trenches or by ion implantation. The mon- 
olithic die is further described In a coriimbnty assorted 
U.S. Patent Application No. 09/823,824, which is incor- 

so porated by reference in "Its entirety. 
[00181 A segmented reflector 212 is mounted to base 
208. Segmented reflectory 2 is divided into a number 
of reflective segments. A reflector segment is a region 
that Is optimized for an emitting area on a post facet (e. 

55 g, one or more LED sources on the post facet). In other 
words, a reflective segment has its focus at the emitting 
area on a post facet so it is primarily illuminated by light 
from one post facet. Each reflective segment can be a 
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smooth simple surface, a smooth complex surface, or 
divided into a number of sub-segments called facets. 
Facets are typically used to manage light in the far field 
pattern. 
[0019] Unlike a filament light source that emits into a 
sphere, LED source 21 p emits into a hemisphere. Thus, 
segmented reflector 212 can be divided into, reflective 
segments that each receives light primarily from one 
LED. source. 210 on a post facer The reflective seg- 
mentecanproject^ 
Alternatively, the reflectivesegments can project light to 
at least partially overiay each other in pattern 202.-. 
[002Q] Segmented reflector 212 ls,asymmetrfe^ 
cause each reflective segment Is optimized^or an indh 
yidual LED source. Thus, lamp 200 ha&aver^.small.ef- 
fectiye source size. As the normal vectors to the LED 
sources 210 are approximately perpendicular: to. lamp 
.^s2W, ama)ortty;of the lightwilj strike.and be shaped 
by^ the.reflectrye segments ...For these reasons^ lamp 200 
can provide high flux and/or candela values. 
[0021] In a typical lamp design, the end product-is ex- 
pected to fit within certain physical dimensions arid meet 
certain performance criteria, A designer will match a re- 
flector with a particular focal length with a. light source 
of a particular.stze to.conform to these requirements. To 
properly contrptthe^-^ 
eal lengths wjfl -.fee matched;with: smalter.source sizes. 
However,; smaller ioear lengths- requjre better, source 
placement, during manufacturing. As described above, 
LED source, 210 In lamp, 200 c^npea monplithlc die 
with fin array of LEPsor an array-of indrvk^al LEDs. 
The si^e of,the LED array determinesthe aspfsct ratio 
(height divided by. length} of the LED;source. Thus* the 
aspect .ratibvcan hechanged-to match a yariety of focal 
lengths to conform to the .dimensional and performance 
requirements. This offers more mechanjca! freedom in 
the design of lamp: 200. 
[0022] ,. Considerations of heat transferand heat dissl- 
pation are impbrtarrt for solid-state lights, sucb as Jamp 
200^Reliiabi!ity,is dependent on maintaining the temper- 
ature of the LED sources withln designed; ranges^ Lumk 
nous performance of the LED sources is also reduced 
at elevated temperatures. .Maintaining the temperature 
of lamp 200 requires that heat be transferred away from 
the LED sources and then dissipated into the surround- 
ing environment. 
[0023] Heal transfer can be accomplished, by optical 
radiation or by thermal conduction. Radiation heat trans- 
fer is dependent on the temperature, of the source 
(raised to the fourth power) and on the emissMty of the 
body. However, at the allowed temperatures for LED 
sources, radiation is not a large fraction of the total heat 
load. Selecting the post material to have a high emissiv- 
rty can maximize the radiation component of heat trans- 
fer. Heat conduction is largely through the axial post. 
The material for the post should have a high thermal 
conductivity and should generally be a metal. 
[0024]   Accordingly, post 206 can be made of thermal- 

ly conductive material to transfer heat away from LED 
sources 210 and toward base 208. Good materials for 
post 206 include aluminum and copper. In one embod- 
iment, post 206 is made of black anodlzed aluminum to 

5 provide excellent heat conduction while maximizing the 
emissivity and the optical radiation. The shape of the 
post can be selected to minimize the thermal impedance 
(described later). 
[0025]  In one embodiment, a heat pipe is used to in- 

fo crease the thermal conduction away from LED sources 
210 and toward base 208. Heat pipes are conventional 
devices that use^n evBporation-Gpndens4ation cycle to 
transfer heatfromone poinjLtq another, FJg:. 2C illus- 
trates one embodiment.where a heat pipe209 is insert- 

is ed axIaHy Into post206and transfers the heat to external 
features that would dissfjjate. the.heat into the environ- 
ment through^ c»nvectlph^ A physical connection be- 
tween axial heat plpe;209 and-post 206 would.be re- 
quired to provide adequate heat transfer.to the heat 

20 pipe, in one embodiment, axiai.heatpipe 20? has incre- 
menting cross-section along .its length toward base 208 
to improve conduction of heat away from the LED sourc- 

[0026] , An additk>nal:feature could be used to remove 
& the heat from the heat pipe and.transfer it.to.the sur- 

rounding air Heat pipe 209 can-.be^ mounted to-a heat 
sink/condenser. 211. that disslpates-the heat through 
convection, In one eipbodimeh^eelsfnk 211 consists 
of fins attached'to th^urfej^ of heat pipe 209. Heat 

so sink 211 could.be arseparate component or could be 
part of base 208. The convectiye heatjtransfercan be 

t  greatly improved .by designing ajrffow oyer the-surface 
of heat sink 211.     *•=.; ^ 
[0027]  Rg. 26 illustrates qne; embodimentwhere ax- 

35 jal heat pipe 209,is cpupledrtp a lateral heat pipe 213 to 
transfer heat t6:an.area ofhigh airflow^ Beat pipe 209 
can include a threaded b^e that is received.into a 
threaded bore of lateralvheat pipe-213: Heat pipe 213 
can include a heat sink 216 to; dissipate heat.. 

40 [0028] - Flp^,3A B^d._3BJ!^ 
lamp 200 (hereafter *Jamp ^G^)with two LED sources. 
In this embodiment, a post 306 has a rectangular cross- 
section along Its length. Thus, post 306 has four post 
facets 316-1, 316-2,^316-3, and 316r4 (Rg. 3B). LED 

*5 source 31M *and. 310-3;«re: mounted, on post facets 
316-1 and316^ respectlyely^Although the LED sourc- 
es are shown protruding from the post facets, they may 
be. mounted Into^recfesses in the post facets, so they do 
not protrude above the post facets. 

50 [0029]  In this embodiment, a segmented reflector 312 
includes a first reflective.segment 314-1 with Its focus 
at LED light source 310-1, and a second reflective seg- 
ment 314-3 with fts focus at LED light source 310-3. De- 
pending on the embodiment, reflective segments 314-1 

55  and 314-3 are shaped to provide a far-field pattern 302. 
For example; reflective segments 314-1 and 314-3 can 
be shaped to collimate or diffuse their light. Further 
more, reflective segments 314-1 and 314-3 can be 
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shaped to partially or entirely overlap their light De- 
pending on the embodiment, reflective segments 314-1 
and 314*3 may have different shapes or si2 es from each 
other: For example, reflective segment 314-1 may be 
shaped to collimate the light while reflective segment 
314-3 may be shaped to diffuse the light. 
[0030]  Fig. 4 illustrates computer-simulated flux/mm* 
on a segmented reflectpr.312forlamp.300. Segmenled 
reflector 312 has an area of 150 by 70'mm and a focal 
length of-31,75 mm. LED sources 310-1 and 310-2 are 
assumed to. be 1 by 5 array'of individual LEDs where 
each LED has a die area of :1.2 by 12 mm. For compar- 
ison reason's; Fig.- 5 illustrates computer-simulated flux/ 
mm? on a 150 by 70 mm reflector for a conventional au- 
tomotive headlamp using.a 9006 bulb; Thereflector lor 
•the conventional automotive headlamp also has an area 
of150 by 70 mm;, .f.t- 
[0031]  As can/be seeri; reflect6r-3i2 has a more uni- 
form disfributidnpf cahdela values" The candela values 
h^ve^cphsfetent^'rectiahgular shapes that uniformly fill re- 
flector312. The urilforiTi fill of reflector 312 is cosmeti- 
cally pleasing to cohsurhers because lamp 300 appears 

■■ ' to be 'unlfbr)T>ty fit Reflects 312 also has a higher col- 
lectionVeffiqiericy -of 443 lumens cornpabd to 428 lu- 
mens for^he?cbhve 

^efflcien^means that reflector 312 will have more con- 
trol over the light a higher 
cahp'ela yeJu^F^ temp 300 ahd other 
embodim^^^ generating a 
bright aridcontron^ 
[0032] . Fig. 6 Illustrated^'wmputer simulated candela 
Values pf-aM-field pattern 302 generated by lamp 300 
~jft;.one'en^ 
lustratesv computers^ a>pat- 
tem* 702 generated byithecohVentiohalheadlarrip with 
a-standard 90fJ6 bulb^R^;;6and7shpwtn 
produces^ ivsmailef cinxiiarpiattern-.302 that has ..high 
candelayalues but little noise around the perimeter. The 
conventional-^ 
tern withloW^ 

- the: p^ generates, a higher flux 
of 400 lumens <x>n^ared.?Wltn: 365 iumertsof-the con- 
ventional- headlamp: For: thesfr TeasohSi lamp- 300 
shows that ^ 
ilablepattern:302;-^ t,   -vy*. .  ;        ■    . .. 
[0033] i.Figs. 8A and ?B.lllustrate another embodiment 
of lamp 200 (here^e^ 
sources. In"this embodlment.ia post806 has a triangular 
crossrsection along^ its length. Fjg. .8B illustrates that 
post 806 has*hree post facets B16-1,816-2, and 816-3. 
LED.sourcesi 810-l, 810:2,.and 810-3 are mounted on 
post facet 816-1,816-2, ahd.816-3, respectively. In this 
embodiment/a segmented reflector 812 includes a re- 
flective segment 814-1 with its focus at LED source 
810.1, a reflective segment 814-2 with Its focus at LED 
source 810^2, antf a reflective segment 814-3 with its 
focus at LED light 810-3. As in the above embodiments, 
segmented reflector 812 Is asymmetric so that each re- 

flective segment is tailored to an individual LED source. 
Depending on the application, reflective segments 
814-1; 814-2, and 814-3 can partially or entirely overlay 
their light to form a far-field pattern 802. 

5 [0034] Fig. 9 illustrates computer simulated candela 
values of a pattern 802 generated by lamp 800 in one 
embodiment. Lamp 800 is assumed to have a combined 
source of 1000 lumens and LED sources with the same 
aspect ratio as lamp 300 in the example of Figs: 4 aind 

'0 6..Lamp 800 Is provided with a round reflector 812 with 
a^diameter of 150 mm. As can be seen, iamp8O0pn> 
duces a pattern -802 that is essentially drcular in the 
center but more triangular, around the peririritetef -Again, 
pattern 802-has little noise around Its perirhetetv The 

'5 nohcircular nature of pattern 802 is caused by each re- 
flective segment receiving light from the hel^Vibbring 
LED sources. Fig; 8C Illustrates that'there are overlaps 
between light from adjacent LED sources because'each 
LED source erriits:into ^hemisphere (shown in cross* 

20 section fas'a half-circle). For example,-refletf^ 
merit 814-1. receives light 818^2 from LED source 816-2, 
lighVai 8-'3 from LED source 810-3,<and light 818^1 from 
its 6wnLED source 810-:1. thus; each inflective seg- 
ment Vrccbiycs cross-talk from the neighbbnngVLED 

25 . sources;  . v " 
[0035]y LED sources can include LEDs (whether indb? 
vidual or part of a monolithic die) With optic^n^hijyWhs^ 
es.(hereafter "OONC lenses") sbembodim^hts oflamp 
200(e\Q: lamp 800 and Others.described•lkte>^can bet- 

30 ter control their far-field pattern;i^OONC: lefe-isfan 
bptical plemeht bonded to art L'ED .die/Altertiatlv^ 

- 0QNG:iehs is a transparent ^ 
ah LED die (e g- by «teimping^etchihg, milling! scribing, 
stolatihg):' OONfcWerises;afe further describe^'ih fcom- 

55 rhpnly   assigned. - US.   Application- -Serial *• .Nos. 
09/660,317v 09/8B0;204r and 
corporate^ ; ' 
{Q636J>VW6^ 
the iightemittedbytbeLEDs^ 

40 LED "source; only illumlhates;lts cbrresporidih^ ref iective 
segment. Fig. 8D illustratesi-thaf OONC lenses 82(fei, 
820-21 and 820^3 are mounted onLED sources .810-1, 
810-2, and 810-3, respedtively. OONC lenses 820=1 to 
820-3 reduce the solid angles of. the LEDs in'the LED 

45 sources so each LED- sou fee primarily Illuminated .its 
corresponding reflective segment ■ This allows the .re- 
flective^ segments to precisely shape pattern B02. ■-■ • 
[0037] .. Figs, 10A and 10B illustrate another embodi- 
ment of tamp 200 (hereafter?lamp1000'!)with four LED 

so sources. In this embodiment, a post 1006 has a rectan- 
gular cross-section along its length. Rg.'-tOB illustrates 
that post 1006 has four post facets 1016-1, 1016-2, 
1016-3, arid 1016-4. LED sources 1010-1, 1010-2, 
1010-3, and 1010-4 are mounted on post facets 1016-1, 

« 1016-2, 1016-3, and 1016-4, respectively. In this em- 
bodiment, a segmented reflector 1012 includes a reflec- 
tive segment 1014-1 with its focus at' LED source 
1010-1, a reflective segment 1014-2 whh Its focus at 
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LED source 1010-2, a reflective segment 1014-3 with 
its focus at LED source 1010-3, and a reflective segment 
1014-4 with its focus at LED source-1010-4. As in the 
above embodiments, segmented reflector 1012 is 
asymmetric so each reflective segment is tailored to an 
individual LED source. Depending on application, re- 
flective segments 1010-1,1010-2,1010-3; and 1010-4 
can partially or entirely overlay their light to form a far- 
field pattern 1002. - 
[0038] Fig. 10C illustrates one embodiment of post 
1006 that contains an optical structure .to: direct the fight 
from a post, facet.to a corresponding reflective segment 
In one embodiment, the optteLstroctyre te composed 
of two reflectors 1030-2and 1030-3 on post 1006 to re- 
flect the light from post facet .1016-2 to the correspond- 
ihg retlective segment 1014-2 (Rg. 10B). The structure 
may be repeated for each post facet (e.g. reflectors 
1030-1 and: 1030-2-for post facet 1016;1,reflectors 
1030-3 and 1030r4 for post facet 1016-3, and reflectors 
1030-4 and 1030-1 for post facet 1016:4). In one em- 
bodiment, each reflector has two reflective surfaces so 
it can be'shared between adjacent post facets. For ex- 
ample, reflector 1030-3 is used with reflector 1030-2 to 
direct the llght from post facet 1016-2 to reflective seg- 
ment 1014-2, and reflector 1030-3 is used with reflector 
1(»Qr4to: directs 
fle<Aivesegrnent:1:0i4-3 (Rg^ 
the reflectors     placed;:d(tee-to the LED? sources-to 
minimizethe source size of iamp 1000. / 
[0039]   Fig. 11 iHusfr^ 
values of a pattern^ pfegenerat^ in one 
embodiment. Lamp :1pop.is a^urnedyto. haye^a com- 
bined-source of ::1000. lumete 
same aspect ratio as lamp 300fin the example of Figs. 
4 and 6^tLamp:;ip00^fe^royided:w reflector 
1012 with a diajneter of ^ 
1000 produces a pattern lOO^that is essentially circular 
in the center with rectangularprotrusions around the pe- 
rimeter. Pattern 1002 has tftrJe npiseiaround its penme- 
teriSimiiartolamp^ 
1002 around the perimeter is causecrby each reflective 
segment receiving cross-taik,from the adjacent LED 
sodrcesr : 

[0040} Fig. 12 illustrates another embodiment of lamp 
^00 (hereafter'lamp 1200?) with five LED sources; A 
post 1206 has a pentagonal cross-section along its 
length. Post 1206 has five post facets 1216-1 to12t6-5 
where LED sources 1210^1[«to 1210-5 are mounted, re- 
spectively. Reflective segments 1214-1 to 1214-5 are 
tailored to LED sources 1210-1 to 1210-5, respectively. 
Simi larty, Fig. 13 illustrates anoth er embodiment of lamp 
200 (hereafter "lamp 1300") with six LED sources. A 
post 1306 has a hexagonal cross-section along, its 
length. Post 1306 has six post facets 1316-1 to 1316-6 
where LED sources 1310-1 to 1310-6 are mounted, re- 
spectively. Reflective segments 1314-1 to 1314-6 are 
tailored to LED sources 1310-1 to 1310-6, respectively. 
[0041 ]  As described above with lamp 300, lamps 800, 

1000,1200, and 1300 can better shape fts far-field pat- 
tern if OONC lenses are mounted on the LEDs in their 
LED sources to eliminate cross-talk between adjacent 
LED sources. 

5   0)0421  Rg- 14 illustrates -LED sources 1410-1, 
1410-2, and 1410-3 that can be included in embodi- 
ments of lamp 200. LED sources 1410-1 to 1410-3 in- 
clude arrays of individual LEDs in different colors. For 
example, each LED source includes an array of; red, 

10 green, and blue LEDs. Using an array of different color 
LEDs allows color mixing to forroiight of another coior, 
sMph;as white light. The colors of each LED source are 
arranged in different orders to better mlx4he colors; Al- 
though three LED sources 141 f>1 to 141 fe3 are/shown, 

is different colors, combinations, and number ofL^s may 
be used. Similarly described earlier, LED sources 
141<M to 1410-3 can be a monollthte die^with.ah array 
of LEDs-or an array of Individual LEDs, • • V' 
[0043] Fig.15iilustratesoneernbodiment:of lampSOO 

20 that includes LED sources 1410:1 to 1410-3,. Lights 
emitted by each of the axially arranged LED. sources 
14tr>1 to 1410-3 travel to reflector 812 and are mixed 
witfvlights of different colors. Reflective segments over- 
lap the different emitted colors from the postto create a 

25 white light in pattem-802v Jn one embodiment ■ LEDs of 
the sameicplor or* dlffererfcpdst-facete^ 
the ^me-relate 
to improve1 GOIOF -mixings^ ^perieitcevha^shownHhata 
source using RGB L;EDs;is; much:rrwre/6ffi^ a 

so phosphqraus.cttnvertett^ s     ^. •. 
[0044]. In one embodimentreflector812 doesinbtfuily 
mix the colors; of the- LED sources^ 41 Otiftdrj 410r3fin 
pattern 802. This allows: lamp BOO. to generate lights of 
differerrtco^ 

& ual. LEDs in LED sources 14104 to441p^c||n:t»;Jn- 
dependentry varied, by changing their current levels to 
generate:lights of differentjpolors. The Ijght cplqrcQuld 
changlB.pynamfcally.depending 6nthe.applfeatlph>:. 
[0045] : in one embodimeht,the LED sdurces cdufdbe 

40 of different cojors. Th&would allow.reCectiye^^ents 
to create pattemsvof different colors which- could be 
overlapped or .separated depending"-onthe application. 
[0046]  As mentioned above, post206 cah.be made of 
various shapes to promote heat dissipation; Generally 

*5 a post with Incrementing cross-section along Its length 
toward base 208 is preferred to conduct heat away from 
LED sources 210 toward base 208: Post 206 with incre- 
menting cross-section can take, on various shapes, in- 
dudirig.a cone-shaped post 1606 (Fig. 16); a stepped- 

so shaped post 1706 (Fig; 17); and a pyramid-shaped post 
1806 (Fig. 18). Depending on the shape of the post fac- 
ets, the post facets may each accommodate a single 
LED source that is a monolithic die or an array of indi- 
vidual LEDs. Furthermore, the cross-section dimen- 

55 sions of the post can be increased to move the LED 
sources apart for better heat dissipation: Even through 
the LED sources are physically apart, the segmented 
reflector can optically shape the light pattern as if the 
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LED sources are at the same physical location. In other 
words, the LED sources can be physically without opti- 
cally spread apart. 
[0047] As mentioned above, post 206 can also be 
made of various shapes to promote optical collection. 
Generally/a post with decrementing cross-section along 
its length toward base 208 is preferred to focus the light 
of an LED source to its corresponding reflective seg- 
ment. Post 206 with decrementing cross-section can 
take oh various shapes, including an inverted pyramid- 
shaped post"2006B (Fig; 20),;ah inverted stepped- 
shaped post 2106B (Fig. 21), and an inverted pyramid- 
shaped post;2206B (Fig. 22) with a curved (e.g. para- 
bblfc) surface: Rg. 20 dan also be used to; illustrate an 
inverted cone-shaped post. 
[0048] Figs 19A, 19B. and 19C illustrates one embod- 
iment of lamp 1000 (Figs. 10A and 10B) where LED 
sources 1010-1: and.101 f>3 (Fig: 10B) are independent- 
ly turned :on*to; generate respective patterns 1902 and 
1904 that at least partially overlap each other as part of 
a far-field pattern. In other words, LED sources 1010-1 
and: 1010-3:^ are independently controlled* by changing 
their current levels; Such an arrangement as in Fig 19A 
generates a bright pattern and improves robustness if 
any LED source is not manufactured properly or fails in 
operation. In one embpdiment;^ED sources 1010-1 and 
1010-3 generate lights of different colors: Thus, the 
overlap of patterns .1902 and 1904 generate light that is 

• a combination.of the colors ofLED sources 1010-1 and 
1010-3^ 
[0049] Figs. 19B and 19C illustrate other examples of 
partially or fully overlapping patterns. If LED sources 
produce lights of different colors/then an overlapping 
area has a color th at is the combination of the colors of 
the contributing LED sources while a non-roverlapping 
area.retains-' the, color-of :the only contributing LED 
Sources .5?-!-       u v^i^vv ... 
[0050] - Rg; 19D'illustrates another embodiment of 
lamp 1000 where LED sources 1010-1 and 1010-3 are 

'. independently.tiirried on to generate respective patterns 
1906arid 19p8that forittdiffarerit partsiqfa far-field pat- 
tern 1909. In one embodiment, LED sources 1.010-1 and 
1010-3 generate lights of different colors. 
[0051] The lamps described above a re well suited for 
various applications, including creating dynamic lighting 
where the ligm pattern Is adaptively changed. For ex- 
ample, dynamic lighting for a: vehicle (e.g. acar) consists 

-of changing the. light.pattern according to the environ- 
ment brthe orientation ofthe car. When a car is traveling 

.down the freeway,;4he-dnVermay desire a high beam 
pattern that allows the driver to see far down the road. 
When the car is traveling down the street, the driver may 
desire a low beam pattern that allows the driver to see 
a relatively shorter distance down the road. The lamps 
described above can generate different light patterns by 
tailoring the corresponding LED sources and their as- 
sociated reflective segments. Thus, LED source and as- 
sociated reflective segment can be used to generate a 

part of a desired light pattern. 
[0052]  Various other adaptations and combinations of 
features of the embodiments disclosed are within the 
scope of the invention. For example, embodiments of 

5 lamp 200 can be used in commercial lighting to generate 
a narrow flood light pattern or a wide flood light pattern. 
In one embodiment, a first group of LED sources can be 
powered up to generates the narrow flood light pattern 
while a second group of LED sources can be powered 

io up to generate the wide flood light pattern. Numerous 
embodiments areencompassed by the following claims. 

15 
Claims 

1. A lamp, comprising: 

a post aligned along a lamp axis,.the post com- 
prising a post facet; and ' 
amonoIithicLEDdiemountedonthepdstfacet, • 
wherein the. monolithic LED die Includes an ar- 
ray of LEDsand no rmal vectors to light emitting 

•• surfaces of the L;EDs are approximately per- 
pendicular to the lamp axis. 

21 The lamp:of clairiv 1, further comprising; a reflector 
for guiding light geri^^ 
reflector, compriising a'• plurality of reflective" seg- 
ments and one reflective segment is illuminated pri- 

so      marily by light from the post facet.. . 

The lamp of claim 2, wherein each of the LEDs in- 
cludes an optic-on-chip lens atop of its light emitting 
surface to control its solid angle of lighted 

. each of the LEDs primarfly^emlts fightbhttfsaid one 
reflective segment 1 

20 

25 

35 

40 

45- 

50 

55 

4: A lamp, comprising: • 

- a post aligned along a lamp axis, the "post corn- 
prising a plurality of post facets; 

- : a plurality of LER jsdurc.es ea^ 
one of the pbk facets5,; wherein norniai vectors 
to light emitting surfaces of the LED sources are 
approximately perpendicular to the lamp axis; 

•  -and     ■        =•     "*i   '.v.....;-.." r: • 
- a reflector for guiding light pririniarily afong the 

lamp axis, wherein the reflector is divided into 
refiectlve. segrnents each illuminated primarily 
by. light from one of the post facets/ 

5. The lamp of claim 4, wherein the reflective seg- 
ments each comprises a focus located at one of the. 
LED sources. 

6. The lamp of claim 4, wherein the LED sources each 
comprises a monolithic LED die with an array of 
LEDs, an array of individual LEDs, or an individual 
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LED. 

The lamp of claim 6, wherein each LED includes an 
optic-on-chip lens atop of its light emitting surface 
to control its solid angle of light emission so each 
LED primarily emits light onto one of the reflective 
segments. 

21. 

color on at least two different post facets are not 
placed in the same relative position along the post 
facet. 

The lamp of claim 6, wherein the LED sources on 
different post facets comprise LEDs of different siz- 
es. 

20 

8. The lamp of claim 7, wherein the post has a decre- 
menting cross-section along its length toward a . to 
base of the lamp so the LED sources are angled 
from the lamp axis. 

9. The lamp of claim 8, wherein the post comprises an 
inverted cone, an inverted stepped, or an inverted 
pyramid shape. 

10. The lamp of claim 6, wherein one of the posi facets 
is curved. 

11. The lamp of claim 6, wherein the post includes an 
axial heat pipe along its length to conduct heat away 
from the LED sources andto a base of the lamp. 

12. The lamp of claim 6, wherein the post has an incre- 25 
menting cross-section aiong fts length toward a 
base otthe lamp to conduct heat away from the LED 
sources: and to the base. 

13. The lamp of claim 12, wherein the post comprises 
a cone, a stepped, or a pyramid shape. 

14i The lamp of claim 6, wherein the post comprises a 
■ triangular, rectangular, pentagonal, or hexagonal 
cross-section along its length. 35 

15. The lamp of claim 4, wherein the LED sources each 
comprises an array of individual LEDs of different 
colors. 

16. The lamp of -claim 15< wherein.the reflector mixes 
. different colors of the LEDs to project a far-field pat- 

tern that includes white light. 

17. The lamp of claim 15, wherefn the reflector partially 
mixes.different colors of the LEDs. 

18. The lamp of claim 4, wherein the LED sources are 
of different colors and the reflector at least partially 
mixes different colors of the LED sources to project 
afar-field pattern. 

19. The lamp of claim 17, wherein the LED sources are 
of different colors and the reflector does not mix the 
different colors of the LED sources to project a far- 55 
field. 

22. The lamp of claim 4, wherein the reflector projects 
light from different post facets into non-overlapping 
parts of a far-field pattern. 

23. The lamp of claim At wherein the reflector-projects 
light from different post facets to overlay each other 

»5       in a far-field pattern. 

24; The lamp of claim 4, further comprising an optical 
structures the post to direct-light from one of the 
post facets to one of the reflector segments.. 

25. The lamp of claims 24, wherein the optical structure 
comprises a first reflector and a second reflector on 
the post. 

26. The lamp of claim .1.1; further comprising a heat sink 
coupled to the axial; heat^ipe; 

27. The lamp of claim 26, wherein.the heat sink com- 
prises a plurality of fins coupled to the axial heat 

30 pipe. 

28. -The lamp of claim 11; further;comprising a lateral 
heat pipe coupled to the axial heat pipe. - 

40 

43 

so 

29. The lamp; of claim 28, wherein the axlaJheat pipe 
has a screw base and the lateral heat pipe has a 
threaded bore for receiving the-screw base. 

30. The lamp of claim 11, wherein the axial heat pipe 
has an incrementing cross-section along its length 
toward the base of the lamp. 

31. A lamp, comprising: 

- a post aligned along a lamp axis, the post com- 
prising, a post facet; and 

- an LED source mounted on the post facet, the 
_LED source comprising an optioori-chip lens 
mounted on a light emitting surface of the LED 
source, wherein a normal vector to the light 
emitting surface is approximately perpendicu- 
lar to the lamp axis. 

32. The lamp of claim 31, wherein the LED source com- 
prises a monolithic LED die with an array of LEDs, 
an array of individual LEDs, or an individual LED. 

20. The lamp of claim 15, wherein the LEDs of the same       33. The lamp of claim 32, further comprising an optical 
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element for guiding light primarily along the lamp 
axis, the optical element comprising a plurality of 
surfaces and one surface is illuminated primarily by 
light from the post facet. 

34. A method for generating a far-field pattern with a 
lamp having a plurality of LED sources on post fac- 
ets of a post aligned with a tamp axis and a reflector 
including reflective segments each illuminated pri- 
marily by light from one of the post facets; compris- 
ing: independently controlling (1) a first LED source 
on a first post facet and (2) a second LED source 
on a second post facet to generate the far-field pat- 
tern. 

35. The method of claim 34, wherein said independent- 
ly controlling comprises: independently changing 
current levels to (1) the first LED source and (2) the 
second LED source to shape the far-field pattern. 

36. The method of claim 34, wherein the first LED 
source and the second LED source generate at 
least partially overlapping patterns in the far-field 
pattern. 

37. The method of claim 34, wherein the first LED 
source and the second LED source generate non- 
overlapping patterns in the farrfield pattern. 

45. The method of claim 34, wherein the first LED 
source comprises a first LED and a second LED of 
different colors. 

s 46. The method of claim 45, wherein said independent 
controlling comprises changing current levels to the 
first LED source and the second LED source. 

10 

is 

20 

25 

38. The method of claim 34, wherein the first LED 30 
source and the second LED source generate lights 
of different colors. 

39. The method of claim 38f wherein said independent- 
ly controlling comprises: independently changing 35 
current levels to (1) the first LED source and (2) the 
second LED source to generate the far-field pattern 
including a desired color. 

40. The method of claim 34, wherein the first LED and,, <o 
the second LED are of different sizes. * 

41. The method of claim 34, wherein the far-field pat- 
tern is at least a part of a low beam pattern, a high - 
beam pattern, a spread light pattern, or a sign light « 
pattern. 

42. The method of claim 34, wherein the far-field pat- 
tern is at least a part of a narrow flood light pattern 
or a wide flood light pattern. so 

43. The method of claim 39, wherein the first LED 
source and the second LED source generate over- 
lapping patterns in the far-field pattern. 

55 
44. The method of claim 39, wherein the first LED 

source and the second LED source generate non- 
overlapping, patterns in the far-field pattern. 
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